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Abstract 
 
This study sought to understand how the application of a network analysis of rugby gameplay could 
inform coaches of their teams’ patterns of play in an effort to aid their teams’ performance. A 
qualitative methodology formed an understanding of the interactions that occurred between the 
researcher and two participants as they performed a practical implementation of a network analysis 
(NA) based method of analyzing rugby. The study used open-ended interviews, where the meanings 
around participants’ experiences were co-created using my first-hand knowledge of the sport of rugby 
as well as my relationships that formed with each participant. The study utilized inductive reasoning 
through a process of evaluation and constant comparison as a guiding framework to allow categories 
and themes to develop. 
 
Results of the study identified four key findings. First, incorporating elements of community based 
action research into the design of a case study provided the researcher with an opportunity to build 
effective working relationships with both participants. Through these relationships, it was possible to 
dissolve barriers that would normally prevent coaches from seeking knowledge from sports scientists. 
Second, providing coaches with effective feedback that informed them of their player’s performance 
was critical to the performance analysis (PA) process. To accomplish this, the network analysis 
process needed to incorporate elements of other forms of performance analysis such as the team’s 
ability to win rucks, lineouts, restarts and scrums. Third, modifying the network analysis process to 
meet the participant’s needs was key in providing applicable analysis during the cases study. Fourth, 
performance analysts and coaches, like those in this case study, require video feedback, linked to the 
network analysis, if the network analysis process is to be considered informative by them. Finally, 
creating a PA process that is able to adapt to the coaches changing needs as well as the work cycles 
the organization proceeds through is a benefit of the NA process that we developed.  
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